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Senior Class Makes 'Judge' Keller
Plans For Project Dies Following
At a meeting of the Senior Class
on December 15, it was decided
that the class of 1955 adopt as its
project a plan which can mean
much to the future welfare of
Clemson as well as to the seniors
Bs individuals.
The class voted that over the
next twenty years each graduate
would give $100.00 to Clemson.
This can be done either by each
contributing $5.00 per year or by
s separate method which we recommend because we believe it
•will give more to the college and
help us at the same time.
The plan is for each member
of the class to take out a life insurance policy, of any amount he
wishes, on himself or on any
member of his family and assign
$100 of the dividends that will accumulate during the next twenty
years to Clemson College. It will
be entirely up to the Senior Class
" of 1955 to decide how this money
is to be spent. Most of the seniors will be buying insurance as
soon as they graduate and this is
an excellent way to help themselves and their school.
All seniors, including January
graduates, will be notified concerning how they can take part in
the class project.
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Service Workers

Short Illness

Langdon Cheves
Killed In Auto
Wreck Jan. 3
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Mid-Winters Ball To Be Held
In New Dining Hall February 11-12
Sam Donahue To Lead
Billy May Orchestra

C. Langdon Cheves of GreenA.part of the old Clemson passville, vice president of the Daned away in December with the
iel Construction Co., was fatally
death of "Judge" Isaac Leonard
injured in an automobile accident
Keller. He lacked a month of
January 3.
D. W. Watkins, director of the attaining his 81st birthday.
Mr. Cheves, a Clemson gradClemson Extension Service, was
The national convention of the Block tickets are already on sale for the Midwinters Danes,
"Judge" Keller was born on
Blue Key, national honor frater- to be presented February 11 and 12 by the Central Dance
honored at the climax of the re- January 20, 1874, at Lake City, uate, was one of the first two
The Rt. Rev. Alfred C. Cole, nity, was held in Indianapolis, Association. Block tickets for the affair will be $7.00. Sepcent extension service workers Fla., where, his parents had set up employees of the construction
Indiana, Dec. 28 through 30.
conference at Clemson with a a homestead farm after the Civil firm when it was first organized. Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese
The Butler University chapter arate ducats for the formal and informal dances will go on
certificate of commendation and War. At the age of five, he moved He steadily rose through the of Upper South Carolina, will was host to the convention. sale closer to the time of the dance, the Friday night dance
appreciation.
The certificate, back to Abbeville, the original ranks until he reached his pres- make his annual visitation to There were 80 chapters repreHoly Trinity Church on Sunday, sented ,and eleven visitors also tickets selling for $3.50 and the Saturday night admissions
citing "His untiring, energetic home of his father. At 19, he en- ent office.
for $4.00.
honest, and worthwhile contribu- tered the first class at Clemson
He graduated from Clemson in January 9. Bishop Cole will be present.
In addition to the regular Prl*
the
guest
preacher
at
the
11:00
Highlight of the convention
tion to the cause of the agricul- College, which started in 1893. 1936 with a bachelor's degree in
day and Saturday night dances,
was
a
speech
on
"Relations
Bea.
m.
service.
The
publis
is
intural interests of the State c$ Along with the rest of the mem- civil engineering. He took part
there will be an informal danca
tween the United States and CeySouth Carolina as Director of bers of the first class he studied in many of the extracurricular vited. At this service, Bishop lon," given by His Excellency,
from 2 until 4 Saturday afternoon.
1
activities
on
campus
in
addition
Cole will confirm those desirous R. S. S. Gunewardene. He is the
This affair, which will be inThe Clemson Extension Service, agriculture.
to his studies.
of becoming members of the ambassador from Ceylon to the
formal, will cost fifty cents per
was presented by the South Car
It was at Clemson that "Judge"
Mr. Cheves played freshman Church. This ancient rite of the U. S.
person. The block ticket does not
olina County Agents' Association,
Thomas W. Morgan, assistant include entrance to this dance.
Keller started in business. A tail- football and was manager for the Christian Church represents the Discussions at the convention
through T. O. Bowen, county
Plans are being made to allow
or had been sent to Clemson from varsity football team for three Apostolic acknowledgement of concerned several topics. Among director of the Clemson Extenagent of Sumter.
years. He was a member of the
sion Service, has been named visitors to the dance full use of
Philadelphia by the firm which freshman "Y" council.
them
were
the
establishment
of
the Christian initiate's profession
1954 "Man of the Year in South college recreational facilities. The
more chapters of the fraternity
Mr. Watkins told the assem- furnished the college uniforms.
student lounge and canteen will
He was also a member of the of faith.
and the problem of bringing the Carolina Agriculture" in the Janbled conferees that it was This tailor was allotted certain sophomore, junior and, senior
Bishop Cole will spend the Blue Key activities to the atten- uary issue of The Progressive be open during the dances. The
Farmer. His selection was based dances will be held in the dining
through the constant coopera- rooms in the barracks for his drilL platoons and held the rank day in the Parish here 'at Clemtion of communities and businesstion and efforts of agricultural trade, and %it was only natural of captain in the Cadet Corps. He son and remain for the annual men. It was decided that the on the contribution he has made hall, which is more conveniently
workers, educators, rural fam- that "Judge" Keller, whose room was also a member of the ASCE Feast of Lights Service, another next convention of the fraternity in helping to develop a balanced located on the campus than the
type of farming in a period of field house.
for three years.
would be held in New Orleans in change and adjustments.
ilies and various agencies that was only a few doors away, should
Leader of the featured Billy
He was called to active duty at ancient rite of the Christian 1956.
South Carolina is making become a friend of the man. After the start of World War II and Church which is held annually in
Mr. Morgan has been an exten- May Band will be thirty-two year
"wonderful strides in farm re- two years at Clemson, the tailor came out a .colonel in the Army observance of the Festival of the
sion service worker in South Car- old Sam Donahue. Donahue grew
olina for more than 30 years. up in Detroit, Michigan, where he
search and better living."
decided that his business at the Corps of Engineers.
Epiphany, or the Manifestation
Since July of 1940 he has been attended Redford High School. In
of Christ to the Gentiles. This
A prize-winning film, "Pipe- During the recent conference, college could be adequately hanassistant director of the Clemson high school his interests lay mainline to the Clouds," will be fea held in Clemson Dec. 14-17, all dled by Keller, and so left his
service with its symbolic lighting
Extension Service. Prior to that ly in sports, and he played on the
trade
to
the
then
young
man.
tured at the educational film phases of the state extension protime he served as assistant to the varsity teams in basketball, baseof candles emphasizes the Mis"Judge" operated in the barshowing Sunday at 3:30 p. m,
director, acting district agent in ball, and football.
sion
theme
of
Christianity.
Mrs.
Beginning
with
the
second
sein the Chemistry Auditorium of gram for 1955 and many other racks until expansion of the stuthe Savannah Valley district, and
John Gates and Miss Nita Gates mester of the 1954-1955 session, as county agent in McCormick While a sophomore, he orClemson College. Beautiful pho- subjects of related interest were dent body forced him to vacate
ganized a band, hoping to cash in
are directing and producing the Clemson College will inaugurate and Aiken counties He is a na- on his athletic reputation and his
tography and a forceful musical ■discussed. Plans were made for the rooms. He then moved to a
score aTe combined in this film to putting the program into effect. building located on the present
pageant. Mrs. I. A. Trively is an off-campus agricultural in- tive of Spartanburg County, a hobby of music. By the time he
present a story of water supply Discussions at the closing ses- site of Pat's Place and tailored
in charge of costuming.
Stu- structional program at two of its graduate of Clemson College in was a senior, the excellent result
there
for
several
years.
In
1917
in the American community to
the Class of 1922, and holds a M. of his venture made him very
dent
members
of
the
Canterbury
branch experiment stations where
sion
were
focused
on
the
farm
the road next to Pat's was opened
Dick Christopher, a junior in
day.
S. degree in agricultural econo- enthusiastic about his former
Club
will
comprise
the
cast.
The
Prepared in co-operation with and home development program, and "Judge" Keller built a wood- agricultural engineering from public is invited to share in this graduate students may complete mics from the University of Wis- "hobby".
part of their work toward the consin.
the U. S. Public Health Service the community development pro- en store on the location of the Hodges, has been selected as one worship.
After enrolling in college, Sara
and the American Waterworks gram and the balanced farming present building.
master of science degree. This
In giving the reasons for its found that he did not have enough,
of
the
two
South
Carolina
youths
Following
the
Feast
of
Lights
Although he continued to serve
Association, the picture won first program, with special emphasis
new phase of instruction is being selection of Mr. Morgan as man time for both music and studies.
as a tailor, Mr. Keller began to to participate in the International Service, there will be a Parish
prize at the International Film
offered in response to requests of the year, The Progressive While- he was trying to decide
supper
for
the
members
of
Holy
on
the
fact
that
each
is
a
comadd small items of merchandise Farm Youth Exchange Program
Fair in Milan, Italy, in 1952.
Trinity Parish in the Parish from South Carolinians employed Farmer listed the following which one to follow, he was offerponent part of the overall ex- for sale as cadets expressed a
for next summer.
contributions to agriculture in ed a summer booking at a ball"From New Lands to Old" is tension farm and home developHouse.
in agricultural professions and South Carolina: 1. "Helping room in East Lansing, Mich. Afft full' color travel film present- ment program for South Carolina. need for them. The mercantile
The IF YE is a project for young
All Episcopal students have will be designed to fit their develop a well-balanced extenbusiness flourished to such an ex
ing the colorful Balkans, historic
ter many month's at the ballroom,
The conference was attended tent that the "Judge" stopped tail people from farms in the United been invited to attend and share
sion program to meet the needs Sam decided that he needed more
Istanbul, and glimpses of life in
needs.
Classes
will
be
taught
by
by. county farm and home dem- oring altogether in 1934. In 1947 States to live and work on farms in this annual Parish meeting. At
of rural people." 2. "DiscoverAsiatic Turkey.
onstration agents and their as- he built the brick store familiar to in other countries and for farm this meeting, the Vestry for Holy branch station staff members who ing, developing, and training national experience and in 1938
took a job with Gene Krupa. He
A series of educational films sistants from all counties, and the students now at Clemson.
Trinity Church will be elected by will organize and present the
ire bein shown on Sunday after- the information specialists and
youths from these countries to the congregation; and also the courses in cooperation with their voluntary farm and home lead- stayed with Krupa until 1940 and
Over the years, the question has
ers and getting them to take then went with Harry James and
noons in Clemson as a service to administrative officers from the
often been asked as to how Mr. come here and observe farm life. delegates who will represent respective department heads lo- active part in improving agri- Benny Goodman. By that time
the students and community.
Clemson and Winthrop College Keller received the appelation
Christopher was selected as one Holy Trinity Parish at the Dio cated on the Clemson campus.
cultural programs of their he was the outstanding tenor sax
-Extension offices.
. •
"Judge". Although he himself of the IFYE delegates on the basis cesan Convention.
communities, man in het nation and had been
The two courses. to be offer- neighborhoods,
Reports will be made by all ed for the second semester of and counties." 3. "Giving rec- featured coast to coast with three
was prine to answer that he was of his record in state 4-H Club
the organizations of the Church the current school year will be
a judge of "thoroughbred Kenognition to outstanding farm top bands.
tucky horses and good-looking work. He was a member of the including the Canterbury Club, Horticulture 456 - Truck Crops, families and individual farmBy this time Donahue felt he
women" it is probable that the South Carolina Dairy Judging on their accomplishments during to be taught at the Edisto Staers, such as the 'Master Farm had the needed experience and
name had a different origin. Team in 1951. The team went to the past year.
tion, Blackville, and Entomolo- Family' and 'Balanced Farm- again formed his own band. He
Second Lieutenant James C. Friends report that he has been Waterloo, Iowa, and competed
gy 401 - Economic Entomology, ing* awards." 4. "Developing was doing well until he was callSummer study at British' unicalled ''Judge" since his early
4-H Club work for training ru- ed in to the Navy and his group
to be offered at the Pee Dee
versities is open to American stu- Few of Union, South Carolina, re- days at Clemson, possibly because with other 4-H judging teams from
Station, Florence.
Although ral boys and girls in farming; was forced to disband. In the
x dents in 1955, according to an an- ceived the silver wings of an Air cadets complaining about the fit all over the nation.
Clemson College operates ad- homemaking, health, citizen- service he had his own band and
nouncement made today by Ken- Force jet pilot today. The pres- of their early West Point style unHe also won a trip for his exditional branch stations at ship, and leadership; and set- played in national appearances,
neth Holland, President of the Iniforms were told to take them cellence in tractor maintenance
entation
was
made
in
ceremonies
Charleston, Summerville, and ting up state 4-H Club camps along with such famous bands as
stitute of International Educadown and let Keller "judge" them. and represented South Carolina in
as facilities for such training." those of Count Basie and Glenn
Columbia, there are no immetion, 1 East 67th Street, New York at the Laredo Air Force Base
the
tractor
operator's
contest
in
5. "Developing one of the Miller. _ Donahue was the favorite
Just as the name "Judge" has
diate
plans
for
similar
work
at
City.
Theatre. The graduation culmiSouth's most successful 'farm foreign'band of the United Kingstuck over the years, the memory Richmond, Virginia, in 1952.
these
locations.
Six-week courses will be of- nated months of intensive pilot of the man will remain with the
Anyone interested in becoming
The country which Christopher
and home week' programs dom and had his own shows on
fered at Oxford, at Stratford-up- training in both propeller driven Clemson men who were privileged will visit is Denmark. He will a student member of the InstiEnrollment in the off-campus which brought 6000 interested BBS in addition to his regular
on-Avon, and at the capital cities and jet type aircraft.
to know him. Students from 1895 spend five months in Denmark tute of Radio Engineers contact program is restricted to students people to Clemson last sum- American broadcasts.
of London and Edinburgh.
When the war ended, Sam again
Lt. Few, son of Mr. and Mrs. to 1954 knew him as a merchant living with the people there and Tom Tate in room D-425 or call previously admitted to the Grad- mer."
A limited number of scholaruate School or who qualify for
who preferred an honest dealing observing their customs. At the
Mr. Morgan Is the general formed a band and began to play
Frank
Donaldson
of
Bainbridge,
John
Hunsuck
at
phone
5330
for
ships is available. Award and
admission prior to the beginning chairman of the South Carolina about the country. He was callto a great profit in his business last part of his trip he will have
admission application forms may Georgia, is married to the former and who was always a good friend time allotted to him to visit places particulars. It is being consid- of the course. Graduate School Farm and Home Week Commit- ed back to active duty in 1951
be secured from the Institute of Lujane Donaldson also of Bain- of the students. It is with deepest in Europe in which he is interest- ered to form a joint branch or applications, which may be se- tee. He is also vice-director of with the outbreak of the Korean
the IRE with the AIEE already cured from the director of admis- Epsilon Sigma Phi, national ex- conflict, and spent his time arInternational Education in New bridge, Georgia. The 24-year- sorrow that the college and com- ed.
York or any of its regional offices. old jet pilot graduated from munity note the passing of this
sions at Clemson, should be filled tension fraternity. In 1953 he was ranging for all the Navy bands.
Before traveling to Denmark, established.
Completed applications should be Clemson College where he receiv- fine man—"Judge" Keller.
Anyone majoring in electrical out and returned to that office awarded a certificate of recogni- Due to a previous back injury he
he will attend a week-long orienreturned to the Institute in New ed a B.S. degree in Electrical
tation session in Washington to engineering, physics, or related not later than January 15 by ap- tion for outstanding service by was discharged early.
York by March 28, 1955. A limited Engineering.- He was electrical
learn some general information subjects leading to the B.S. de- plicants interested in enrolling the latter organization.
Before he could reform his own
number of steamships passages on engineer . for the Allis Chalmers
about the country he will visit. gree, is invited to join. The joint for this work for the second seband he received an offer from
Cunard ships are reserved for suc- Manufacturing Company in West
Tommy Dorsey to come with his
He will leave for Europe from branch should be formed by Feb- mester. In addition, in order to
Allis, Wisconsin.
cessful candidates.
Quebec, Canada, about the middle ruary with the election of offi- insure graduate credit for the
band as an assistant leader, and
British Universities have comhe accepted. With this experience
of June and will return about the cers and approval of a constitu- course when successfully completed, the student must have his
tion.
bined annually since 1948 to orbehind him, he was a natural
middle of November.
complete program of courses apganize a special program of sumThe student branch of the choice to lead the Billy May Band
proved including the work taken American Society of Ceramic En- when May decided to stay in Los
' mer schools. Courses are planned
Specialists of the Clemson Exat a branch station. Forms for gineers will have a distinguished Angeles with Capitol Records.
to serve the needs of well-qualitension • Service formed an organThe biennial national conventhis purpose may be secured from speaker as their guest at the Sam Donahue will be leading the
fied undergraduates in their junization of their group during the
the dean of the Graduate School meeting January 11, 1955.
ior or senior years or of post- tion of Alpha Phi Omega, national
band when it plays at Clemson
at Clemson.
graduate students. In the past service fraternity, was held in annual conference held at ClemHe is Mr. Frank Zvanut of the Feb. 11 and 12.
participants have come from fif- Milwaukee, Wisconsin, December son December 14 through 17.
Registration for these courses Godfrey Cabot Corporation in
teen to twenty-five different counOfficers chosen for the group,
will be held at the Agricultural Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Zvanut is
28-30.
tries. Although two-thirds of the
which will be called the Clemson
Sixty-five women have return- counties with number of appli- Experiment Station at Blackville not only a ceramic engineer, but
Roger Yike, arts and science
students at previous sessions have
Specialists' Farm Organization, ed letters of applications to K. cations are as follows: Ander- and Florence from 9 to 11 a. m., also a top salesman and a Dale
come from English-speaking coun- major of Atlanta, Georgia, was the
son, 2; Berkeley, 1; Colleton, Saturday, January 22. Classes Carnegie lecturer. He has been
tries, the opportunity to live in a local fraternity's delegate to the were: president, P .H. Gooding, N. Vickery, director of admis- 6; Darlington, 1; Dorchester, 5; will begin meeting at 8 a. m., lecturing for many years and has
ANDERSON, Jan. 3 — WAIMsions
at
Clemson
College,
conleader of poultry extension work;
university community with fellow convention.
TV will become a regional station
Fairfield, 2; Horry, 1; Laurens, Saturday, February 5, and will lectured all over the U. S.
cerning
future
entrance,
into
students of similar interests from
vice-president, G. H. Stewart, Clemson. Ten of these are inter- 1; Oconee, 2; Orangeburg, 1;. continue throughout the semesHe will give a lecture on on February 15 when its power is
The keynote speaker was Dr. H.
many nations has become a feater.
leader of agricultural engineering ested in entering Clemson in Feb»
Pickens,
2;
Richland,
1;
Spar'
"Memory,
the Key, to Success in increased to 207,500 watt and colture of the courses. The courses Roe Bartel, past president of the
or telecasting facilities are added.
tanburg,
4;
Williamsburg,
2;
Industry."
ruary
with
the
remainder
enterextension
work;
and
secretary,
P.
attract those ranging in age from fraternity, who pressed the point
The station will bring CBS teland
York,
1.
ing
next
September.
S. .Willamon, extension farm
The lecture will be held in the vision shows .to a vast new au20 to 50. Interests vary from of more unity in the fraternity.
North Carolina women have
auditorium on the second floor of dience extending from Spartanthose of the teacher and profesThe main work of the conven- management specialist.
The Clemson board of trusmade 5 applications as compared
Olin Hall at 6:30 p. m. All the burg to Athens, Ga., through this
sional to those of the scientist and tion was to get more services
tees
at
its
regular
meeting
in
In addition to the officers, W.
to 4 from Georgia. Other states
faculty and students are cordially expansion .program.
business man.
started BY THE individual fra- J. Barker, W. C. Nettles, R. D.
October approved the admis- are Florida, 2; Indiana, 1; Louisinvited to attend.
WAIM-TV will have twelve
The Edinburgh School, ar- ternities on their own campuses to Steer, and H. A. Woodle have ■ sion of women to the college
iana, 1; Massachusetts, 1; MissisMr. Zvanut's lecture will be times its present power, with some
Members of the Scabbard and
ranged jointly by the Scottish Un- promote the general welfare of been appointed to help draw
for the first time. All curricu- sippi, 1; and New York 1. One
iversities, will have an historical the school and of the stduents.
la are open to women, but no girl whose father is now station- Blade have received permission the first of a series of lectures two million people in its service
up the constitution and bytheme, tracing the development of
new courses are being estab- ed in Germany also has made ap- to operate the Student Book Ex- sponsored by the student branch area, thus becoming one of the
There were 147 chapters present laws of the organization.
of the American Society of Cer- most powerful stations in the
modern western civilization. In with 80 visitors also in attendance.
lished for them at the present plication.
change between semesters. Mem- amic Engineers to acquaint the Southeast." It went on the air
Since many of the extension time.
London the galleries, museums, The next convention will be held
Even though Clemson is pre- bers of the club will call on each ceramic students with the cera- December 15, 1953, as the CBS
records, and buildings serve as in Los Angeles, California, in 1956. specialists are located away
With the rapid industrialization dominately a technical college, company to collect books which mic industry and some of its outlet for Anderson-Greenville.
from Clemson College, they felt
special source material for a study
problems.
that an organization of the group in this region and the increas- the course in greatest demand is students wish to be sold.
Installation of new transmitter,
of the seventeenth and eighteenth
The Exchange will be operatwas needed to keep all concerned ing demand for technically train- pre-medicine with 7 applicants.
color, cameras and other equipcenturies. The course at Strated
women,
the
board
thought
Education is next with 6.
ed in much the same manner as
informed on matters of mutual
ment will start immediately. Later
ford-upon-Avon focuses on the
^ All club presidents and re- interest. The specialists' organi- that this action should be taken.
in 1955, if it is needed to comOther courses mentioned by ap- it was handled last year. A
literary and theatrical aspects of
All February graduates are pletely cover the Piedmont belt
Georgetown County, accord- plicants are animal husbandry, 1; small fee will be charged for
Shakepearean and Elizabethan cording secretaries are urged to zation will serve this group of
drama. Contemporary politics and get any items they wish print- extension workers in much the ing to Mr. Vickery, is in the architectural engineering, 1; arts handling and reselling the books. urged to pay for their TAPS of South Carolina and Georgia, a
Exact details as to where the before they leave school. The new antenna to bring the power
literature are studied under wide- ed in the TIGER into the same manner as the county lead with applications from 11 and sciences, 4; biology, 1; ceraly known lecturers and tutors at TIGER office by midnight Tues- agents association now serves the women. Charleston County is mics, 1; chemistry, 2; English, 1; location, operating times, and annuals will be mailed to their up over half a million watts may,
home addresses.
fees will be released later.
close behind with 10. Other science, 1; and textiles, 1.
be installed.
county agents of the state.
day nights.
Oxford.

Bishop Cole
Will Visit Holy
Trinity Church

Morgan Honored
By Progressive
Farmer Magazine

Educational Film
To Be Shown Sun.

Agricultural
Program To Begin
Second Semester

Christopher To
Travel Under
Youth Exchange

British Summer
Schools Open To
U. S. Students

Blue Key Holds
Annual Confab

J. C. Few Receives
Air Force Wings

Institute Of Radio
Engineers To Take
Student Members

Extension Group
Form At Annual
APO Holds Meet Conference
In Mi I waulkee

Zvanut To Speak
At Ceramic Meet

65 Future Coeds
Send Applications

Anderson Will
Have Color TV

Scabbard & Blade
To Operate Book
Exchange Here
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DONT GET ME WRONG BUT

Yellow Posts Detrimental
To Campus Appearance

ft Takes A Plain Brain With A Fine
Mind To Play Smart With Modern Art

IT is certainly a shame that those numerous yellow posts
decorating our campus were necessary. They detract
tremendously from the design of the new buildings and
mar an otherwise beautiful campus. And they were put
there for only one reason.

By Lawrence Starkey
Heidleburg Again

Everyone seems happy enough to be back
from the holidays.
It must be because
they need a chance to rest up from the revelry of Christmas time. Oooh, those bloodshot eyes.

There has been quite a bit of comment made about the
problem of the student parking. Regulations have been
more rigidly enforced and everyone has cooperated tremendously. There are comparatively few cars whose owners either have no fear of rules or are too ignorant to obey
them, left parked in illegal zones. It will be a small task
to ban these few cars from the campus and the parking
problem will become a past item.

Christmas just didn't seem like Christmas this year to me. It must have been because of the weather or something, because
I've heard everybody say about the same
thing.

But it took too long to get student cooperation. Observe
the yellow posts. They evidently were put there to prohibit anyone from entering a driveway or jumping the
curbs.

The Art Gallery
One of the special things I like to show
friends about the new lounges is the modernistic pictures on the walls.

Trunks, suitcases, and the rest of the luggage can become
Very heavy when it is necessary to carry it a long distance
to and from your car at the start and finish of semesters.
It would have been to our advantage to have been able to
use the numerous driveways and quadrangles to load and
unload.

It really annoys me for someone to look
at them, smile with smug superiority, and
say, "Why my three year old sister could
do better than that."
It goes without saying that these narrow-minded people would prefer a painting
of a snow scene, a garden in spring, or a
bowl of fruit.
t

The posts must be a device to help us think and teach us
where to park our cars. Would it be humanely possible to
start thinking on our own with no prodding to start learning how to do things the right way the first time? It takes
very little effort and time to think.

What, I ask you, is the sense in painting
a bowl of fruit in this day and time, when
a camera with color film could capture the
scene more perfectly?

TIGER Subscription

The minute you see a painting'of this
sort you have seen all there is to see about
it But pictures on this modernistic order
hold you there for quite some time—spurring on your imagination and making you
wonder what the artist meant.

It is time to renew your TIGER subscription for the
school year 1954-55. Fill out the following and send with
$2.00 to The Tiger, Box 269, Clemson, S. C.
NAME

TALK OF THE TOWN

STREET, BOX or RFD

Here We Are, Back In School Again.
Everything's The Same Except Year

CITY

!

STATE

By JOE McCOWN

3 I
(Author of "Barefoot BoyWith~ChieicSiiJ£)

SCIENCE MADE SIMPLE: No. 1 In this day and age, as I like to call it, everybody should know
something about science. Unfortunately, however, the great majority
of us are majoring in elocution, and we do not get a chance to take
any science. But we can at least learn the fundamentals.
Though this column is intended to be a source of innocent merriment for all sexes and not to concern itself with weighty matters,
I have asked the makers of Philip Morris whether I might not from
time# to time use this space for a short lesson in science. "Makers,"
I said to them, "might I not from time to time use this space for a
short lesson in science?"
I'Bless you, lad!" cried the makers, chuckling. "You may certainly use this space from time to time for a short lesson in science."
They are very benign men, the makers, fond of children, small
animals, community singing, and simple country food. Their benevolence is due in no small measure to the cigarettes they smoke, for
Philip Morris is a cigarette to soothe the most savage of breasts. 1
refer not only to the quality of the tobacco — which, as everyone
knows, is amiable, humane, and gracious — but also, to the quality
of the package. Here is no fiendishly contrived container to fray the
fingernails and rasp the nerves. Here, instead, is the most simple
of devices: you pull a tab, a snap is heard, and there, ready at hand,
are your Philip Morris Cigarettes. Strike a match, take a puff, and
heave a delicious little rippling sigh of pure content
So, with the cordial concurrence of the makers, I will from time to
time devote this column to a brief lesson in science.
Let us start today with chemistry. It is fitting that chemistry
should be the first of our series, for chemistry is the oldest of sciences,
having been discovered by Ben Franklin in 123 B.C. when an apple
fell on his head while he was shooting the breeze with Pythagoras
one day outside the Acropolis. (The reason they were outside the
Acropolis and not inside was that Pythagoras had been thrown out
for drawing right triangles.all over the walls. They had several
meetings outside the Acropolis, but finally Franklin said, "Look,
Pythagoras, this is nothing against you, see, but I'm no kid any more
and if I keep laying around on this wet grass with you, I'm liable
to get the break-bone fever. I'm going inside." Pythagoras, friendless
now, moped around Athens for a while, then drifted off to Brussels
where he married a girl named Harriet Sigafoos and went into the
linseed oil game. He would also certainly be forgotten today had
not Shakespeare written "Othello.")
But I digress. We were beginning a discussion of chemistry, and
the best way to begin is, of course, with fundamentals. Chemicals
are divided into elements. There are four: air, earth, fire, and water.
Any number of delightful combinations can be made from these
dements, such as firewater, dacron, and chef's salad.
Chemicals can be further divided into the classes of explosive
and non-explosive. A wise chemist always touches a match to his
chemicals before he begins an experiment.
A great variety of containers of different sizes and shapes are used
la a chemistry lab. There are tubes, vials, beakers, flasks, pipettes,
and retorts. (A retort is also a snappy comeback, such as "Oh, yeah?"
or "So's your old man!"
(Perhaps the most famous retort ever made was delivered by none
ether than Noah Webster himself. It seems that one day Mr. Webster's wife walked unexpectedly into Mr. Webster's office and found
Mr. Webster's secretary sitting on Mr. Webster's knee. "Why Mr.
Webster!" cried Mr. Webster's wife. "I am surprised!"
("No, my dear," he replied. "I am surprised. You are astonished."
(Well, sir, it must be admitted that old Mr. Webster got off a
good one, but still one can not help wishing he had spent less time
trifling with his secretary, and more time working on his dictionary. Many of his definitions show an appalling want of scholarship.
Take, for instance, what happened to me not long ago. I went to the
dictionary to look up "houghband" which is a band that you pass
around the leg and neck of an animal. At the time I was planning
to pass bands around the legs and necks of some animals, and I
wanted to be sure I ordered the right thing.
(Well sir, thumbing through the H's in the dictionary, I happened to come across "horse."And this is how Mr. Webster defines
"horse"—"a large, solid hoofed herbivorous mammal, used as a
draft animaL"
'
(Now this, I submit, is lust plain sloppiness. The most cursory
Investigation would have shown Mr. Webster that horses are not
mammals. Mammals give milk. Horses do not give milk. It has to be
taken from them under the most severe duress.
(Nor is the horse a draft animal, as Mr. Webster says. Man is a
draft animaL Mr. Webster obviously had the cavalry in mind, but
even in the cavalry it is man who are drafted. Horses volunteer.)
But I digress. Wa wen discussing chemistry. I have told you the
most important aspects, but there are many more—far too many
to cover in the space remaining here. However, I am sure that there
is a fine chemistry lab at your very own college. Why don't you go up
some afternoon and poke around? Make a kind of fun day out of it.
Bring ukeleles. Wear funny hats. Toast frankfurters on the Bunsen
burners. Be gay, be merry, be loose, for chemistry is your friend!
©MM
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JWs mOrnm it brought to you fry the makers of PHILIP MORRIS
Who think you would enjoy their cigarette.
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These types of pictures are gay, thoughtprovoking, and I'd prefer them any day to
a print of "Whistler's Mother"

High School against Notre Dame. If silly
conference barriers had been ignored, Oklahoma would have probably met Maryland in this classic. With one exception,
all the rest of the bowl games were onesided also.
Bowl games are fine, but really! .....<
*Let's Pull Up Stakes!
I don't know of anything so exasperating
as driving up to one of these fine roads
around here and having the yellow iron
stakes facing you. These are locked to
the cement, so it is impossible for anyone
to enter.
What could the administration possibly
have had in mind by building these roads,
if they didn't expect students to use them?
If open, they would be very hdndy for students loading and unloading and for friends
and town people visiting the.barracks.
Suppose it is raining and a number of
people need to go to the Student Activity
Center. They would have to park their
cars by the Chemistry Building and walk,
whereas if the concrete area in front were
opened up, no more convenience could be
asked for.
In case of an emergency, an ambulance
or fire engine may need to get in the area.
It would be about as quick to tear the posts
up by manuel labor as to find the person
with the right key. In any event, it would
take quite some time.
It seems to me that it would be considerably more convenient for everybody involved if this common courtesy were extended.

A Fare*

Also....

The bowl games this New Year's Day
were really a farce. I don't believe I've
ever seen such a bunch of unevenly matched teams. The bowl officials and conference leaders have tried to please everyone
by making some rather ridiculous rules.

I realize they haven't had the formal dedication of the barracks chapel yet, but after
they do, I sincerely hope that they won't'
keep it locked as they have in the past.
This is something that should be at access
to the students at all times. I feel sure it
will be in the future.

GOOD BYE
RING IN THE NEW, Etc.
This time of the year is famous for the
Well, another year has passed, and here
we are on the threshold of an unused brand lasting New Year's hangover, the returnnew one. I guess that now would be a ing of Christmas ties, and that peculiar
i For instance, some conferences won't
good time as any to pause and think a lit- Clemson phenomina known as the great send the same team two years in succes- A Good Word....
tle about the happenings of last year, and student migration. For some odd reason, sion. Consequently, they get inferior
Just thought I'd stick a good word in for
perhaps make a few resolutions for the one the past vacation, now, and in other years, teams to represent them. Take the Orange our hostess in the lounge. She's making
to come. Last year saw the end of the old always seems to cause some students to de- Bowl. Nebraska had no more business in plenty of friends among the students and
Clemson and a good start made on the velop the attitude which may be known as there against Duke than did Pendleton is doing a great job, we think.
These
Clemson to be. Many old barracks and "the heck with an education"!
traditions were done away with and re- , characters come breezing back for their
placed by new ones more fitting to the short stay, and then, with a seemingly great
. By Mack MeDaniel
present-day world. We were lucky enough sense of satisfaction, bid Clemson a noneto be given a lounge for the students to too-fond farewell.
Most record collectors have few years, with all the experi- feel as though you have known
Fellows, I've got news for you. Some probably added substantially to ments in the "new sound" and her quite well and the faint aroma
spend their leisure time, and by the grace
of some benevolent character, we finally time ago, a pretty wise joker made a deep their collections during the Christ- new instrumentation, one thing of perfume can almost be detectmas holidays. Many have acquired has rejmaied practically the same ed. You look around but shes
received some decent parking areas, com- statement concerning the degree of green- new hi-fi sets.
—the vocalist. With rare excep- not there.
plete with parking tickets. The past year ness of the grass on two sides of a fence, Anyone planning to start a col- tions, vocalists are still vocalists. Her translation of a lyric is
has been one of many changes, some great, and somehow this statement seems to hold lection should choose records Its difficult to even consider them most unusual When she sings,
since the hobby can become singers. Thus the emergence of "Cottage for Sale'' it is not just a
and others small, but all totaling up to true, both for the animals interested in wisely
quite expensive. AH good record a fine singer like Chris Connor is song but a story told in mood and
make Clemson a school that even the six green grass and for people who think about shops have listening booths, so of true importance in the jazz and nostalgia. Another one treated in
listen to the record a few times popular music fields.
transferring from a school. There are very before
a similar mood is "He's Comin'
year students get lost in.
buying it. Examine it
Home".
In
an
era
when
radio,
TV,
and
It is expected, in the first column of a few, if any, schools that administer to ev- carefully for scratches and defects. the commercial orchestras deNew records fresh from the facnew year, for someone to make a few reso- ery student need or want, and then at af- tory can be scratched and the de- manded a cut and dry style, the Chris Connor has been vocalist
not be noted until the pur- individual vocalist with style, im- with such established bands such
lutions, which no one plans to keep, any- ter a certain length of time has elapsed, feet
chaser takes it home and plays it agination, and ideas had a monot- as Claude ThornhilL Herline
onous row to hoe. Music moved Fields, Jerry Wald, and finally,
way, so here goes. A new year is a good present him with a' custom made diploma.
The records should be kept forward, broke the old rules, em- Stan Kenton. But, knowing how
time for everyone to make a new fresh It just doesn't happen that way. It seems clean and stored vertically in a braced new ideas. The singers, she wanted to sing and why she
place. They should be han- however, continued to imitate wanted to sing that way, she turnstart in everything that they plan to under- to me that Clemson has done fairly well by cool
dled by the edge and kept free Dinah Snore and Frank Sinatra. ed her back to security and took
its students. It has comfortable dorms, from
dust. A soft, dean and Or, in more hep circles, their ulti- her style and ideas to the jazz
take, this even includes that strange proand many other conveniences that make slightly damp rag can he held mate goal seemed to be to attain clubs and the small lively combos
cess known as studying. It might be a life halfway worth living. It is impossible lightly on the record while it is a watered down approximation of to be found there. She must have
known that it was to be a long
pretty fair idea to make a resolution to to eliminate professors and hard work from turning to remove the dust and Billy Eckstein or Sarah Vaughan.- hard
pull and that the goal would
dirt. Another important factor in
take a longer look at the books during '55 college life. .These facets of the campus the record care is the needle. It Not long ago, a young band vo- be hard to reach.
calist named Chris Connor decided
and to attempt to bring up ye ole grade are by tradition and necessity her* to stay. should be of sapphire or diamond that there must be a different, a But she doubtless knows also
and replaced when worn.
better and more original way to that if and when she reaches her
point ratio. It has been said that a little So why not give up these crazy mixed-up
sing a song. In the Bethlehem goal she will be the first Chris
If
you
enjoy
a
great
girl
vowork never hurt anyone seriously, so it ideas of leaving and stay with us for a calist, then don't miss the album album, Lnllabys for Lovers, she Connor, and that's a good bit betprobably would be worth a try.
while.
Chris Conner Sings Lullaby* for more than proves her point. Her ter than being another somebody

-:- DISCO-PA-TION -:-

A Word To The Wise
By Frampton Harper, Cadet Chaplain

As usual, I've had a hang of a time decid- know aren't true, should be completely left
ing what to write on this week. I wrote a out of the conversation, especially when it
couple of lab reports before starting this concerns a girl's reputation.
article in hope that I'd get some good ideas .
Careless talk is a dangerous thing, especin,the process, but all we managed to dis- ially when someone's reputation is at stake.
cuss was girls. Now, don't get. me wrong, If you are in a group and find yourself
this is a very interesting topic, but it seems slipping a little and sort of "rearranging"
that after a holiday this is the only topic of the truth to make the story a little more
discussion. From the number of "rocks" colorful, you had better stop while you are
that were given away during Christmas, still on safe ground.
and the number of boys who came back to
REMEMBER THIS
school with bands on their left hand, it
A careless word may kindle strife;
seems that this subject is treated justly.
A cruel word may wreck a life.
But treating the subject justly and treating
A bitter word may hate instill;
the girls justly are two different things.
A brutal word may smite and kill.
I've given you several little sermons on
A gracious word may smooth the way;
cussing, but this is another type of foul
A joyous word may light the day,
mouth;' it's better known as the truth plus
A timely word may lessen stress.
exaggeration. I think it's natural to tell
A loving word may heal and bless.
your friends about how you spent your hol(from "Pintopics").
idays, but all the spicy little details which I

Lovers. This i* perfection. With style is unique, breathy, and inti- else or "just as good" as some
the unbelievable development of mate—so intimate that when you other star. It's always better to
jazz and popular music in the last have listened to the album you be yourself, win, lose, or draw.
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Gaston Gage Heads Yarn
Manufacturing Department

Dr. ff. /. Webb, Dean
Of Graduate School

By Walter D. Gunnell, Jr.
Certainly
in
recognizing
the Department Heads of the
" By Dan Richards
School
of
Textiles
one
could
not overlook Professor Gage
Dr. Hubert Judson Webb is a person who is not too well
who came to Clemson some twenty-two years ago to replace
known to the undergraduate students of Clemson. He is
a man on leave and has remained since that time to become
the dean of the graduate school.
a vital part of a school that functions on such a large scale
Dr. Webb came o Clemson as
'"
that the troops really went to
speaking of the last column, he
a chief chemist and toxieologist Brotherhood.
that students come here from all over the world to study
in July of 1938. This position was
He also holds membership in extremes over the holidays. wants to thank Robert Guy Hill textiles.
offered to him by the colfege.
When he came to Clemson as
a member of the staff it certainly
wasn't a new place to him. He
was graduated from the school in
1933 with a BS degree in agricultural chemistry. When he
completed his undergraduate work
here at Clemson he went to Cornell University where he got a
Ph D in 1938.
After serving in the previously
mentioned capacity until 1951
when he was made the dean of
the graduate school. He is still
serving in this capacity.
Dr. Webb was married to Miss
Emma McGregor in 1937. Mrs.
Webb, before her marriage was a
student at Furman University. She
was graduated with a B A in
music.
The Webbs have three children.
They are, Lynda 14, George 12,
and Kenneth 9. All of the children are students at Clemson-Calhoun School.
Dr. Webb's main hobbies are
fishing and wild life conservation.
In his own words he takes more
time talking about fishing than
actually fishing.
He belongs to several clubs and
fraternities. Among the clubs to
which he belongs are the Forum
Club, the Fellowship Club, the
Town Council, a former member
of the Oconee County Board of
Education. The Torch Club (Western Carolina).
The fraternities which he helongs to are all honorary. He belongs to Alpha Zeta, Phi Kappa
Phi, Sigma Xi, and The Tiger

the American Association For The
Advancement of Science, The
American Chemical Society, American Water Works Association,
Association of Official Agricultural Chemists, The South Carolina Academy of Science, and The
Conference of Deans of Southern
Graduate Schools.
The graduate school was formally organized in 1951, but has
been offering work since 1920.
There is an overall enrollment of
300 students. However, there are
sixty-five students enrolled this
semester.
The fields of study offered in
the school are wide in range. Under the school of agriculture, agricultural economics, agronomy,
horticulture, dairying, animal husbandry, and agricultural engineering are offered. Under the school
of education, vocational agriculture, industrial education and
general education are offered.
Math and physics are -offered under the department of arts and
sciences. The only course offered under the department of chemistry is general chemistry. Ceramic, civil, mechanical, and electrical engineering are offered under the school of engineering.
Textile chemistry is the only
phase of textile study given.
In summarizing, the graduate
school is an institution which offers a great challenge to those
who wish to further their education beyond the undergraduate
level. It is certainly a qualified
and able department with a fine
and proficient staff headed by a
fine man, Dr. H. J. Webb.

Government Deeds
Land To Clemson
This Christmas Clemson was the'
recipient of a two million dollar
Christmas present. A few days
before Christmas it was announced that the Federal government had deeded to the college
27,665 acres of land, estimated to
be worth $2,000,000.
Senator Charles E. Daniel was
credited with beinfc one of the
major backers of the deeding.
Dr. R. F. Poole, president of
Clemson College, publicly expressed his appreciation to Senator Daniel for his efforts in
Washington to secure the land
for Clemson.
The land given to the college
under the deed is a section of
sub-marginal land originally turned over to Clemson in 1939 by the
Federal government for use under
a deed of trust. The area was to
be used for a demonstration of
conservation, including the principles and purposes of multiple
utilization of land for the public
interest. Since the college has
had the land, many types of agricultural developments and experiments have been carried out
on it.
"With the property turned
over to Clemson, the broad agricultural experimental and demonstration programs that have
been In progress on this land
ean be enlarged, with the result
that farming in South Carolina
will be greatly benefited, not
only now but for many years to
come," It was said by Dr. Poole.
Plans call for making the deeded land completely self-supporting in the near future.
Already, conservation projects
dealing with forestry, wildlife,
water, and soils are in progress
on the land use area. The program has been under the direction
of the Clemson School of Agriculture, headed by Dean M. D.
Farrar.
The forestry program under the
leadership of N. B. Goebel- is
three-fold in purpose: (1)—An
intensive management of the forest itself for sustained yield is being carried on. (2)—The forest is
being fully utilized as an area for
research and demonstration problems. (3)—The woodlands are
serving as a field laboratory for
instruction in forestry and allied sciences.
Dr. Poole states that Clemson
now has on the campus probably
the best forestry laboratory of any
college in the nation.
A total of 21,000 acres of the

I The Frefh ^
Approach
of the
^

Everybody either got married, en- and Gene It. Ware for their asgaged, or shafted and we feel sistance. You two were so afraid
that everyone wouldn't know you
sorry for all three classes.
did it. Please boys, just wait and
—OSCAR 8AYS—
get all the shaving done at one
that one cheerful thing about it time. .
all is Belvin Hughes, men, if he
—OSCAR SAYS—
can, anybody can. Even John
that he's sorry that "Leadbeuy
Tlce, who'es been trying for the
White's" wild night at Coker misslast five years.
ed the last column. That was one
—OSCAR SAYS—
time that Snow really fell on Alasthat nobody was surprised at ka.
Clark Starnes and Doug "D" Sat—OSCAR SAYS—
terfleld. You two don't have any
that
he
hopes that J. H. Motorbetter sense.
scooter Moore will get a motor
—OSCAR SAYS—
fr his tricycle when he grows up.
that by the way, Satterfield, If you don't keep that contraption
have you told her what the D off the side walks he (Oscar) is
stands for? It might make for going to clobber you personally.
laughs.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—

that on the other extreme is L.
A. C, J. C. H., and A. H. E. It's
really too sad to print your names,
but we want you to know that
everybody knows and feels for
you.
—OSCAR SAYS—

that he really hates to be hard
on the first sergeants, but Bill (the
bucking boy of the Belly Battalion) Hunter asked for it. How
long will it take you to learn
that Pee Wee can't do you any
any good? He isn't even going
to be an A & R officer next year,

—OSCAR SAYS—
that a word of advice to Wayne
Davis. The idea of dropping a
that P. Wlngo (I need a new
diamond is love, not a race with face) Avery says that everybody
your ole lady. After all he's cer- loves me except the girls, untainly no competition.
quote. Solution: Just keep on
dating the pigs, new face.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that speaking of love, ask Cecil Brown, who he got a Christwhat happened to the day that
mas card from. You really ought the Big Blue Key was going to
to be ashamed, Candy Pants.
get for us between our last class
and the start of exams? Or don't
—OSCAR SAYS—
you brains need the time to study?
that it's a real shame that Santa
—OSCAR SAYS—
Claus didn't bring George Buck a
fog horn. Come out of it, stupid,
that Clyde (I'm the greatest)
nobody could be that dumb.
White thinks he is really the
stuff. Simmer down, fat boy.
—OSCAR SAYS—
—OSCAR SAYS—
that we've just about had
enough of Lloyd Smith, alias the
that Wingo (I need a new face,
"Singing Sergeant". Quiet down, too) Avery says that everybody
loud one, this is a military school, loves him, especially the girls,
not a choral society.
unquote.

area is in woodland. Included in mental and demonstratlonal prothis are 1,250 acres which are be- ceedure advantageous to all the
ing used in a 10-year planting state.
program where 150,000 pine seedImproved soil building practices
lings are set out each year. The
are- being employed'on this land
program is now in the fifth year. as well as the restoring of worn
There are also 5,000 acres of out and badly eroded land to profpine plantations which were itable use. Thus, applied research
planted from 1936-40. These plan- in soil conservation at Clemson
tations are now being thinned for is available for guiding the acadthe first time and are yielding four emic program and for providing
to five cords of wood per acre.
information for the farmers of the
There are also numerous other state.
forestry projects underway
The entire area Is being dewhich* are proving their worth
veloped for recreation as four
or will come into their own in a
picnic shelter* have been refew years. In a recent invenstored. Also available are 12
tory taken, it was estimated that
there are 35 million board feet, picnic tables, 15 fireplaces and
five springs affording drinking
of timber in the area in trees
water. Other similar facilities
10 Inches in diameter and above.
Another man who has been vital are being developed as rapidly
in the development of the area as possible.
along the wildlife and recreation
Those connected with the Land
aspects is Marlin H. Bruner. Mr. Use Area have expressed appreBruner has worked closely with ciation for the cooperation rethe South Carolina Wildlife Di- ceived thus far from the South
vision in setting aside the entire Carolina Commission of Forestry,
the South Carolina Wildlife and
area as a wildlife sanctuary.
included in this area is Lake Game Division, the Soil ConservaIssaqueena, a 118-acre body of tion Service, members of the
water which has already been re- Clemson Board of Trustees, Soil
stocked with 40,000 Blue Gill Conservation District Supervisors
Bream and will receive a pro- and from the highway commisportionate number of bass this sioners of Anderson, Pickens and
spring. The lake will be open to Oconee Counties for the improvepublic fishing around March, 1956. ment of roads in the area.
Wild turkey and deer have been
successfully re-established, and
according to Mr. Bruner, game
population in general has greatly
improved in the area.
Over 200 acres have been
planted to provide food for several thousand ducks and geese
which winter on the lake annually. On the southern division, 3,000 acres have been set
aside upon which to study the
effect of pasture development
upon the quail population—the
only study of its kind in the
South.
WILBUR JUST WOKE UP TO
College officials feel that ClemTHE FACT THAT HES IN CLASS!
son now has the facilities with
which to establish first class
academic and research programs
KEEP ALERT f OR A
in wildlife management, conserBETTER POINT AVERAGE!
vation and forestry.
Under the supervision of agDon't let that "drowsy feelricultural engineers, techniques
sag" cramp your style in class
are being developed for proper f
... or when you're "hitting
dam construction and irrigation
the books". "Take a NoDoz
and also drainage systems have
Awakenet! In a few minutes,
been designed for reclaiming
you'll be your normal best...
poorly drained bottom land. Six
wide awake .. . alert! Your
irrigation ponds have already been
doctor will tell you—NoDoz
built as have six one-acre fish
Awakeners are safe as coffee.
ponds, the latter for research and
demonstration.
Keep a pack handy!
The 5,500 acres of open land are
IS TABLETS, 35c
being managed largely by the
-PW-Brtadairy, agronomy, animal husbanpack
dry, horticulture and farms departments for the development of ta3StaW«ls
bandy tin AWAKtmms
pastures and the growing of small
69c
grains and corn through experi-

National Academy
Of Broadcasting
Offers Scholarship
The National Academy of
Broadcasting in Washington, D.
C, is offering a valuable scholarship to college and university
trained students wishing to prepare for a career in broadcasting.
According to Miss Alice Keith,
president of the Academy, which
trains and places its graduates,
there is a greater demand now
for trained writers and announcers than ever before.
The scholarship, worth $300,
pays for one semester's tuition.
College graduates with a background in English, speech and
languages can obtain a professional certificate upon completion
of a semester's study at the Academy.
Applications should be made to
the National Academy of Broadcasting, 3338 - 16th St., N. W.,
Washington 10, D. C.

HQQOZ
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Seldom, if ever, does a student
majoring in textiles at Clemson
fail to come in contact with Professor Gage at some time or other
whether it be in some of the
courses he teaches or through
some difficulty in scheduling
courses, as he has served some
twenty years on the scheduling
committee.
Professor Gage Is a graduate of
Chester High School where he and
Professor Lindsay of the Textile
Chemistry Department were classmates. He attended the University of South Carolina before going into the Army and entered
Clemson in 1919, graduated in
1921 and received his Masters Degree from Pennsylvania State in
1941. He was employed by the
Aragon-Baldwin Mills in Chester
for ten years where he was second hand in the weave room and
was overseer at various times of
spinning, carding, and the cloth
room.
As a bird watcher, Professor
Gage is an ardent enthusiast and
is a member of the Carolina Bird
Club. He also has a passion for
fox hunting and is past president
of the Pickens County Fox Hunters Association and is also a
member of the Anderson and Oconee County Fox Hunters Associations. Along with Professor Carl
Epting and Pat Whittle he main
tains a pack of hounds for this
pleasure.
Professor Gage has many inter
ests and activities in which he
takes'part. He has served on the
Athletic Council for twenty years
and is a member of the Forum
Club, The Fellowship Club, and
an honorary member of PhrPsi.

He has served as chairman of the
Board of Trustees for Clemson Calhoun School and chairman of
the Board of Stewards of the
Clemson Methodist Church where
he has also served as superintendent of the Sunday School.
In 1927 Professor Gage married
the former Miss Ruth Vardell of
Red Springs, North Carolina. They

have two sons, Gaston, Jr., finishing Clemson in the class of 1951
in Textile Engineering and is presently employed by the Abbott
Worsted Mill in Seneca, and
Charley, who is familiar to us all
for his varsity basketball play,
will finish in February of this
year in Textile Engineering.
I am sure I speak for the whole
school when I say we feel we are
very fortunate to have one of

your experience and capacity in
our midst.
»
JUST LIKE MEASLES
A farm boy said to his bsother
"Reuben, how would you get a gir,
to marry you?"
Reuben answered, "Well if she
don't want to, you can't; but ii
she does, there ain't hardly no
way to prevent it."

See the New Clemson Sweaters at

HOKE SLOAN
Headquarters for Formals
for Mid-Winters

MAULDIN CHEVROLET CO.
PENDLETON - CLEMSON
Phone 3821
"Your Chevrolet Deealer"

A Campus-to-Career Case History

CLEMSON "Y"
ON THE CAMPUS
JANUARY 6-7-8
Another big CinemaScope picture
shoving at the Clemson College
YMCA . ... See

'SIGN OF THE PAGAN'
with Jeff Chandler, Rita-Gam,
and Jack Palance
This picture is showing first run
at the Rialto Theatre in Atlanta
all week.
OTHER PICTURES COMING

FRIDAY, JAN. 7
"ABOUT MRS. LESLIE"
Shirley Booth • Robert Ryan
SATURDAY, JAN. 8
"BROKEN LANCE"
in CinemaScope
Spencer Tracy, Jean Peters

•c

Always something new

"Different types of work appeal to
different men," says Donald O'Brian
(A.B., Indiana, '50), in the Traffic
Department with Indiana Bell Telephone Company. "For me, I'll take
a job that keeps me hopping. And
that's just the kind of job I have.
"You'd think that after two years
I'd have all the variables pinned down.
But it doesn't work that way. When
you supervise telephone service for
thousands of different customers whose

LATE SHOW JAN. 8
"MEET ME AFTER THE SHOW"
Betty Grable - MacDonald Carey

needs are always changing, there's
always something new coming up.
"I started with Indiana Bell in 1952,.
after two years in the Army. My training program exposed me to many different kinds of telephone work—customer contact, personnel, accounting,
operations. I saw a lot of jobs which
looked as interesting as mine. As
much as I like the kind of work I'm
doing now, I bet I'll like my next spot
even better."

Don's enthusiasm for his job is pretty typical of how
moat young college men feel about their telephone
careers. Perhaps you'd be interested in a similar opportunity with a Bell Telephone operating company, such
as Indiana Bell... or with Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Western Electric or Sandia Corporation. See your Placement Officer for more information.

MONDAY, JAN. 10
"MISS BODY BEAUTIFUL"

Susan Morrow J Robert Clark
TUESDAY, JAN. 11
"THE EGYPTIAN"
in CinemaScope
Gene Tierney - Edmund Purdom

BELL
TELEPHONI
SYSTEM

WEDNESDAY, JAN. 12
"SECRET FLIGHT"

When a roommate gets you
a blind date with
his younger sister...

.J

and she turns out to
be a real doll...

M-m-man,

that's PURE PLEASURE!

J. E. SIRRINE CO., INC.
—ENGINEERSGREENVILLE,

with "J $ ^

ISAM DONAHUE

SOUTH CAROLINA

BILL 9* HATTirS DRIVE-IN
SANDWICHES - - SHORT ORDERS
Located On Seneca Highway

For more pure pleasure...

No other cigarette is so rich -fasting
yet so mild!
P.S. No other brand has ever been abte to match the pure pleasure in Camel's exclusive
blend of costly tobaccos! That's why Camels are America's most popular cigarettel

B. I, Berooldj Tobicco Co., Wlajton-eiba. ». 0.

/

THE TIGER — "He Roars tot Clemson A & M"

xnursaay, January 6, 1955

Palmetto Sports Thrill Many In 1954
Selvy, King, Woodlee ACC Teams Settle
Aid In Banner Year Down To Business
By Lewis Cromer
BIG BAD BILL
The basketball talk of the ACC has lately been centered
on Bill Yarborough, Clemson's diminutive guard. Thus
far this, season, in records through Monday's basketball
• games, Bill has the distinction of being the ACC's top
scorer. He leads the ACC in both total points and average
points per game.
The Walhalla flash also leads the conference in free
throw percentage. This is quite a feat considering
that Clemson is currently residing in the conference
cellar, looking toward their first conference victory.
The Duke basketball coach, after the Clemson encounter, stated that Yarborough was the best basketball
player to face the Blue Devils thus far this season.
A look at Yarborough nationally shows that he is fourth
in the nation in average points per game and first in the
nation in free throw accuracy. These figures are quoted
as of last Monday. He has averaged over 30 points per contest thus far this season. Clemson can well be proud of
their brightest basketball light, Billy Yarborough.
A SPORT FOR ALL
Shifting the sports spotlight suddenly, I would like to
bring to the attention of Clemson men that a great opportunity for all interested is right around the corner.
Everyone now knows that Clemson has recently acquired
over 27,000 acres of land around the campus. This land is
some of the richest in South Carolina, rich both in minerals
and a far more valuable asset, wildlife. 100 years ago,
the land around Clemson was noted for an abundance of
quail, doves, and rabbits. The nearby Seneca River teemed
with wild ducks and geese. Now these vast hordes of
games have been quite depleted. The ever expanding textile industry and the wanton slaughter of "game hogs" have
made a great dent in the Oconee wildlife population.
Here at Clemson, many of the students look forward to
the holidays among other reasons to go hunting. Roughly
one-third of the students love to hunt. Perhaps the future
may present these boys with a heretofore impossible opportunity to do some real hunting right here in Oconee
county. Here's why.
The government has set aside roughly two-thirds of
the land around Clemson as a wildlife preserve. Local
game commissions in conjunction with state and national authorities are attempting to bring game back
to the Blue Ridge foothills of South Carolina. Rabbits,
quail and pheasants are being imported directly to the
preserves to bolster local resources. In addition, wild
turkey and deer are also being brought in. Prospects
are bright for a larger waterfowl attendance also.
For a long time, the students at Clemson will have to
wait, but soon, if the game commission's dream comes true,
they may have the finest hunting possible in the short space
of two years for the slight cost of a South Carolina hunting
license.
EYES ON CLYDE
Football fans in the Greenville, Clemson and Columbia
areas had an opportunity to see one of their boys make a
fine showing in the annual Blue-Gray football.game, in
Montgomery, Alabama. White played left tackle for the
Gray team, and saw the bulk of the action in the contest.
Though the South came out on the short end of the score,
White was outstanding for his aggressive play. The South's
most consistently gaining play was over Clyde's tackle.
Clyde also played a fine defensive game.
The game was carried over television stations in Greenville, Columbia and Anderson.
NEW YEAR'S PREDICTIONS
With the coming of the New Year, I'd like to make a few
predictions for the coming sports campaigns at Clemson.
These predictions are not infallible, but I have reason to
believe that all could come true under the right conditions.
1. January—Clemson wins it's first conference basketball tilt and begins to develop into a polished machine. The
Tigers stop Furman's Hurricane, surprising many.
2. May—The Tigers repeat as the conference baseball
champs and go on to take the regional title.
3. September—Clemson has it's first girl cheerleader
and the team gives her reason to cheer.
4. October—The Howardmen put the skids under
Carolina for the first time in many moons and appear
destined for great things.
5. November—Clemson football shifts into high gear as
the Tigers down Maryland and Auburn to enhance their
post season changes. The year is ended with a respectable
8 wins-two losses campaign.

By Tiger Sports Staff
The year 1954 brought a bumper crop of outstanding
athletic performances, both from individuals and teams.
In looking back, we of the Tiger staff would like to pay
tribute to some of South Carolina's outstanding college
athletes and teams.
FABULOUS FRANK
South Carolina was both amazed
and thrilled throughout the first
two months of the year by the
performance of Frank Selvy,
Furman's ace basketball star who
brought fame and fortune to Furman, Greenville, and South Carolina.
Selvy was chosen captain of the
all American basketball team,
led the nation in scoring with a
red hot 42 points per game average. Frank also became the first
college player to score 100 points
in a single game for a major college. His 100 point night came
against the Newberry Indians
with all of the Selveys looking on
admiringly as Greenville celebrated "Frank Selvy Night" in
Textile Hall.
AMES WELLS, CLEMSON'S
LITTLE GIANT
While Selvy was burning up the
nets around South Carolina basketball courts, Ames Wells, Clem,
son's five foot nine inch guard
and captain earned the admira
tion and respect for his hustle and
spirit and outstanding perform
ances in a big man's game. Ames
set new scoring records here at
Clemson and was the Tiger's lone
representative on the All State
team.
THE TIGERS-ACC
BASEBALL CHAMPS
Billy O'Dell, Doug Kingsmore,
and Wyman Morris led the Tigers
to the ACC championship on the
diamond. The crew of Coach Bob
Smith was the strongest college
nine seen in South Carolina in
many a year.
Behind the slingshot arms of
hurlers O'Dell, Humphries and
Crosland, the baseball Tigers
bowled over all ACC opposition
during the regular season, losing
only to Duke and North Carolina
in the conference in regular season
competition and whipping every
major team in the conference at
least once.
The Tigers were finally halted in the Southern Conference
tourney by a fighting bunch of
V. P. I. Gobblers, who took advantage of every break to down
the Clemsons in straight contest.

TOMMY WOODLEE—THE
ACC'S FASTEST HUMAN
Tommy Woodlee returned from
the Coast Guard and quickly took
up his favorite habit of winning
the 100 and 220 dashes in state
competition.
Presbyterian's freshman sensation, Delane Johnson, nipped
Woodlee in an early season dual,
but Tommy was the dash king of
the state and the Atlantic Coast
Conference as he led South Carolina to a state cinder championship and third place in the ACC.
The only other race that he lost
last year was to Joe Pagliei in the
State Fair Classic in October.
NET NOISES FROM P. C.
Led by Allen Morris, Davis Cup
prospect, the Blue Hose mopped
up all opponents in the East.
Morris was practically invincable
during the 1954 campaign, losing
only twice. His play earned him
recognition nationally and caused
Jack Kramer to pick him as one
of the'boys to be groomed to represent America in international
tennis circles in the future.
COUNTRY GENTLEMEN KING
NAILS NELSON AWARD
A singular award was bestowed
upon Don King early in the year
when sports writers of the nation
named him the recipient of the
Swede Nelson sportsmanship
award.
King received the award for his
sportsmanship action in the Clemson-Wake Forest game. Throughout the season, however, he exhibited a unique sportsmanlike attotude that made him one of the
most popular players in the Sbuth.
OUTSTANDING STARS LEAD
PIGSKIN PARADE
Two teams, as usual, dominated
South Carolina football during
the 1954 season, Clemson and
Carolina. The Gamecocks dominated early season play, defeating

ANDERSONS FINEST
.Van

.FQrV ™g WELL DUEgnj^ '

Main At Earle

CA 5-9691

Anderson, S. C.

There were many individual
stars throughout the state. John
Popson, all-State half-back led a
heroic injury riddled Furman
team while Harry Hamilton was
masterminding P. C.'s Blue Hose
to their best season In many years.
Joe Hazel continued to star for
Wofford's Terriers. Frank Mincevich, Leon Cunningham, and
Mackie Prickett earned accolades
for the Gamecocks with Mincevich being named to the LOOK
magazine All-American team.
For the Tigers, Dick DeSimone,
Clyde White, Scott Jackson, Wingo .Avery, Charlie Bussey, and
Don King enjoyed successful seasons. White was named to the
All Conference team, Jackson was
given Honorable Mention on the
AP All American Team, and both
were named to the 'South squad
of the Blue-Grey game.
And as the year rolled to a close
Bill Yarborough and Furman's
Darrell Floyd were giving the fans
plenty to talk about in basketball
circles, and Coach Carl McHugh's
unsung swimmers were making
the Tiger's roar heard through out
Southern pools.

Grid Schedule For
1955 Announced
By Coach Howard
The Clemson College Athletic
Department has announced Clemson's football schedule for 1955.
In 1955 the Tigers will face ten
foes and their most formidable
schedule possibly in the history of
Clemson football. The Bengals,
dropping Florida and Virginia
Tech, have added powerful foes
from Rice Institute and the University of Virginia.
The Tigers will play four home
games, opening with the P. C. encounter at Memorial Stadium. Also playing at Clemson will be the
University of Georgia, the University of Maryland, and the University of Virginia.
Also on the football slate are
South Carolina in the annual Big
Thursday contest in Columbia,
Furman at Greenville, Auburn in
Auburn, Wake Forest at WinstonSalem, The Citadel at Charleston, and Rice in Houston. The
tough schedule will certainly be
a good test for Howard's improved
football machine.

CLEMSON THEATRE

Holiday tournaments out of the
way, ACC basketball teams resume league warfare again, although on a limited basis. This
week, the ACC basketball teams
have played and will play 14
games, only six of these are circuit affairs, though, and three involve the Maryland. Terrapins.
Although no conference games
were played last week ACC prestige was increased by victories of
North Carolina State in the Dixie
Classic Tournament at Raleigh,
North Carolina, and Maryland in
the all American tournament in
Owensboro, Kentucky.
N. C. State then came crashing
down from the ranks of the unbeaten Saturday night when it
absorbed a 91-78 pasting at the
hands of Villanova in Philadelphia. The weary Wolfpack, playing its fourth game in six days,
had won 12 in a row before bowing to the sharpshooting twjce
beaten Wildcats.
State Coach Everett Case probably regrets having scheduled the
Villanova trip only three days after the Dixie Classic grind. A
year ago the same sort of schedule
prevailed and State managed to
sneak by Villanova by a score of
69-65.
This time the Wolfpack went into battle with its 6-10 center Cliff
Dwyer, a 19 point per game ope-
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HALES
Registered Jewelers • • American Gem Society
"Leading Jewelers and Diamond Merchants Since 1856"
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA

STONE BROTHERS
108 North Main Street
"Complete Outfitters' To Men, Young Men and Students*
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA '■

Gibson

WHITMAN'S - NUNNALLY'S -- HOLLINGSWORTH'S

L. C. Martin Drug Co.
•••*

Merry Christmas
FROMTHE

ESQUIRE
"Shops For Men"

Greenville

Clemson Book Store

J.UCKY DROOD1SS! LOADS OF 'EM I
WHAT'S THIS? For solution see paragraph below.

(Ih« Country Gentlemen'* Theatre)
Clemson, South Carolina

Phone 6011
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Jan. 7 & 8
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis
in

THREE RING CIRCUS'
in
Technicolor

MONDAY & TUESDAY
Jan. 10 & 11

"THE BAREFOOT
CONTESSA"
starring
Ay a Gardner • Humphrey Bogart
in
Technicolor
WEDNESDAY . THURSDAY
Jan. 12 SC 13

STUDENTS!

Van Johnson - Elizabeth Taylor
in

&JL

"THE LAST TIME I
SAW PARIS"
in Technicolor
plus
Latest News
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AIRIAl VIIW OF '
MARSHMAILOW ROAST

RABBIT WATCHING
BA51BAll GAME
THROUGH KNOTHOLES

Jim De Haas
Michigan State College

Ann Antine
C.C.N.Y.

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
HOURS:

Bill Yarborough was held to a
low score also.
The Walhalla
junior was able to bucket only
18 points in the Pelzer contest. It
was the first time this season that
Yarborough has been held under
twenty points in a single contest.
Bruce Holzschuh and Bill Riser
played outstanding games for the
Tigers and kept them in the ball
game until the Bears pulled away
for good in the dying minutes of
the third quarter.
Randy Whaley, rangy Bear
pivotman showed the Tigers a lots
of spunk as he dropped in 22
points to aid the Bear cause.
Height under the basket hurt the
Tigers and the towering Bears
were quick to take full advantage
of the situation.

CHRISTMAS CANDIES

i

- -

Though held to a mere 24
points, his lowest total of the
year, Earl Wooten proved a
thorn in the Tiger side all night
with his sparkling floor game
and rebounding. Earl proved
that he was equally as outstand-

Hallmark

A
L
E
Clemson

On their last outing in 1954,
the Clemson Basketball Tigers
dropped a close 97-74 contest to
the Pelzer Bears in the Greenville Textile Loop. The Bears,
capitalizing on some fine floor
work and a sparkling 24 point
effort by Earl Wooten sent the
Tigers down to their first defeat
against a textile hardwood aggregation. Previously the Clemsons
had downed the Enka Rayonites,
current loop leaders in the Greenville Textile Circuit.

Select Your Christmas Cards Now

TIGER TAVERN

6. January 1, 1956—Pass the Orange Juice, please.

Hart Schaffner & Marx .. . Embassy Row .
Heusen Shirts . . . Freeman Shoes
- Stetson and Lee Hats

Army and the Tigers. The Tigers
showed UD best later in the fall,
particularly against Wake Forest
and Maryland.

After Tourney Play

rator, who was out with an infected elbow. State gets its chance to make
amends when Villanova visits Raleigh January 29th. The setback
undoubtedly cost State number
two ranking in the Associated
Press poll.
This week's limited conference
action sees going after the four
teams ahead of the Terps in ACC
standings. From Monday through
next Monday the Terps will play
four conference games, all against
the bottom three clubs—Virginia,
South Carolina, and Clemson.
South Carolina plays the Terps
twice in that period.
This week's schedule finds
Wake Forest and N. C. State each
playing only one game and the
other six teams playing three each.
Clemson opened a two day trip to
Tennessee Monday and returns to
Tigertown to face Maryland on
Saturday.
As customary, Saturday is the
big night. North Carolina's "Big
Four" engage in important battles,
with Wake Forest at North Carolina and North Carolina State at
Duke.
Friday's and Saturday's
games are as follows:
Friday—South Carolina at Newberry
Saturday — Wake Forest at
North Carolina, N. C., State at
Duke, Maryland at Clemson, and
V. M. I. at Virginia.

ing on defense as be was on
offense. He is currently averaging over 40 points per gam*
and leads the league in that
department as he has for the
last five years.

Pelzer Mill Downs
Tigers In December
Basketball Contest

7 A. M. 'TIL MIDNIGHT

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES!

IX-SHtRIPF'S BADOI

ROMAN FIOURI SKATIR

Norris Edgerton
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Michael Scoles
U.C.L.A.

EARN '25!
Lucky Droodles* are pouring in! Where are yours?
We pay $25 for all we use,
and for many we don't use.
So send every original
Droodle in your noodle,
with its descriptive title, to
Lucky Droodle, P.O. Box
67, New York 46, N. Y.

CIGARETTES
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•DROODLES, Copyright 1953
by Roger Price

jo-taste. beftW'
STUDENTS ARE ECSTATIC about Luckies. That's the word,
straight from the latest, largest college survey ever. Again,
the No. 1 reason Luckies lead in colleges over all other
brands, coast to coast — border to border: Luckies taste
better. They taste better, first of all, because Lucky Strike
means fine tobacco. Then, that tobacco is toasted to taste
better. This famous Lucky Strike process tones up Luckies'
light, good-tasting tobacco to make it taste even better.
So be smart, like the student in the Droodle above, titled:
Lucky smoker swinging in hammock. Swing to Luckies yourself. Enjoy the better-tasting cigarette . . . Lucky Strike.

Beltea taste Lucfe* LUCKIES TASTE BETIER...C&a«ea,r^U,^^ell
DA.T.Co.

PRODUCT or

AMERICA'S LEADING MAHUFACTURIK OF CIGA**TTB»

